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Real success is determined by two factors. First is faith, and second is 
action. (Reza M. Syarief) 
You have to endure caterpillars if you want to see butterflies. 
(Antonio De Saint) 
Today will be yesterday, and tomorrow will be another day, so let’s rock 
this day to be a great yesterday. (The researcher) 
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YHOLANDA ANGGRAINI. A320090262. SOCIAL RELATION AND 
STRATIFICATION REFLECTED IN ANTON CHECKOV’S UNCLE VANYA 
DRAMA: A MARXIST PERSPECTIVE. RESEARCH PAPER. 
MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 2013. 
This research is descriptive qualitative research. The objectives of the research are 
to analyze the social relation and to analyze the stratification reflected in Anton 
Checkov’s Uncle Vanya.  
In this study, the writer applies qualitative research in which the researcher does 
not need a statistic to collect, to analyze and to interpret data. In brief, qualitative 
research in the research is employing the method of collecting, describing, 
classifying, and analyzing the data and then drawing conclusion. By using qualitative 
method this research is aimed to describe the social relation and stratification of 
Uncle Vanya drama based on Marxist perspective. The data sources are library and 
literary data. Its purpose is to analyze using Marxist perspective.  
After analyzing the Marxist perspective in the drama, the writer completes her 
study by collecting the elements into unity. The Marxist analyze of the drama will 
support the research. Anton Checkov generally wants to describe social relation and 
stratification in the society through Uncle Vanya. The gap between the land owner 
and the worker at the last of nineteenth century in Russia influences the social 
relation each other. 
Keywords: Drama, Social Relation, Stratification, Anton Checkov, Uncle Vanya, 
Marxist Perspective. 
